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Newton Coin Project, Fund the future

Newton Coin Project was created to help fund

One of our goals is to make Newton Coin the

research and development projects in the

primary crypto payment system in the medical

medical and renewable energy fields.

and renewable energy research fields. The
success of our project means the ability to make

It is no secret that many important medical

important changes in the world. Ultimately, in

research projects in the world are underfunded

order for this to happen, we need YOU, to help us

or completely lack funding altogether. Our

achieve our goal.

mission with Newton Project is to change that.
NCP Freelance Website Now in Beta testing
We believe that through our commitment to
helping fund these projects, we can aid in

NCP Freelance is an advertising website for

potentially finding cures for many diseases that

bloggers/vloggers/writers/translators,

still plague humanity. However, that is just one

programmers, advertisers, marketers, graphic

area of research we intend on focusing on.

artists and more, to offer their talents in

coders,

exchange for NCP coin.
Newton Coin Project is also looking to fund
research and development of newer more

Are you looking for a writer, programmer, and

compact designs of renewable energy production

web developer to create a project for you?

systems.
All you have to do is log onto the freelance
Many communities in under developed countries

website and browse the existing offers or create

would greatly benefit from low cost renewable

your own request for freelancers to bid on.

energy projects.
Part of the proceeds from the website will be
Because Newton Coin is a crypto project, Newton

used to fund science projects.

will fund scientific research that supports Newton
Coin and the community.

As the site grows, more services will be added.
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the doors for other major businesses. The future
What other ways does Newton Coin Project

of NCP looks great.

contribute?
Author: Thomas DEV
Newton Coin Project started by contributing

Team NCP | business@newtoncoin.site

computing resources to the Rosetta@home

https://www.newtoncoin.site/

distributed

computing

Project for

protein

structure prediction.

The Rosetta Project is on the Berkley Open
Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC)
platform, run by the Baker laboratory at the
University of Washington.

Rosetta@home uses idle computer processing
resources from volunteer’ computers to perform
calculations on individual work units to cure
diseases, study global warming, discover pulsars,
and do many other types of scientific research!

Consequently, NCP will be one of the best cryptos
in the market. NCP First funding campaign “The
researchers are working on a potent-humanantibody-treatment-for-rabies-diseases which is
almost always fatal in humans” started. Given
such a scientific aims are a factor in the
applicability of crypto in real-world business
usage, it then follows that NCP’s long-term
prospects are quite good, as blockchain
technology continues to gain a foothold in
business. The success of such work could open
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